Abstract. Natural disasters often lead to regional failures which can fail down network nodes and links co-located in a large geographical area. It will be beneficial to improve the resilience of a network by assessing its vulnerability under regional failures. In this paper, we propose the concept of α-critical-distance to evaluate the importance of a network node in the geographical space with a given failure impact ratio α. Theoretical analysis and a polynomial time algorithm to find the minimal α-criticaldistance of a network are presented. Using real Internet topology data, we conduct experiments to compute the minimal α-critical-distances for different networks. The computational results demonstrate the differences of vulnerability of different networks. We also find that with the same impact ratio α, the studied topologies have smaller α-critical-distances when the network performance is measured by network efficiency than giant component size.
Introduction
Complex networks like the Internet play an important role in today's world. The society and our lives heavily depend on these networks. For example, most of data communications are accomplished through the Internet. However, as a fast-growing system, the Internet may become vulnerable to intrusions and failures since it integrates more and more components, services and functions. It is generally believed that the current Internet is not so robust or resilient to failures as a critical infrastructure. A breakdown of the Internet for a short while may result in the loss of a large fortune. Considering the importance and the central role of the Internet, its vulnerability has been studied from various aspects.
The topology of a network ranks foremost among all factors which influence the network vulnerability. During the past years, great efforts have been paid in evaluating the vulnerability of a network topology and finding efficient algorithms to enhance the robustness of a network. In most of the works, a network topology is studied as a pure graph without considering the geographical properties of nodes and links. The network vulnerability is often studied on the logical network topology instead of the physical network topology.
Network nodes or links in a large geographical area may fail to work during the outbreak of electric black-outs and natural disasters like earthquakes, floods and tornadoes. For example, the Taiwan Earthquake in December 2006 damages several undersea cable systems in Asia and the communications between many Asia sites and U.S. sites are disrupted for several ten minutes to hours later. Such regional failures have geographical locations and exhibit strong space correlation among network nodes and links. Therefore, the geographical distribution of a network will have great impact on its vulnerability on regional failures. It has been shown that complex networks including the Internet are resilient to independent random failures, but fragile to intentional attacks [1] . The vulnerability of the Internet under regional failures is still an open issue.
In this paper, we study the vulnerability of the Internet under large-scale regional failures using its city-level topology. A large-scale regional failure means that a significant number of network nodes or links located in a geographical area become unavailable due to natural disasters, electrical black-outs or terroristic attacks. By studying the vulnerability of the Internet in geographical space, we can understand the impact of the geographical properties of the Internet on regional failures. It also helps to identify not only the critical nodes and links, but also the critical area in the network. By the study, we will evaluate the importance of network nodes under regional failures and explore the necessary failure impact range to incur a certain level of degradation of network performance.
To achieve the goal, we develop a binary disk-shape regional failure model as a start. Then the concept of α-critical-distance is introduced where α is a given failure impact ratio. The properties of the mapping function from failure impact range to failure impact ratio is analyzed. Based on the properties, a polynomial time algorithm is proposed to calculate the minimal α-critical-distance given the impact ratio α and a network topology. We collects topology data sets from the Internet and annotate network nodes with geographical locations. Using the real topology data, we evaluate and compare the network vulnerability of several countries. The experimental results reveal the differences among the studied topologies. We also find that smaller failure impact distances are required when the network efficiency [2] is used as the network performance metric than the giant component size.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a short survey on the related work. Section 3 describes the vulnerability model and the algorithm to find the minimal α-critical-distance. The experimental results using real topology data are presented in section 5. We conclude the paper at last.
Related Work
Numerous efforts have been devoted to the study of the network vulnerability, including proposing vulnerability measures and methods to evaluate the vulner-ability of a network, proposing measures and methods to find critical nodes and links in a network. However, few works have explored the network vulnerability issues under geographical correlated failures.
Basic network vulnerability measures are derived from global graph properties like the number of nodes and edges, the lengths of pairwise shortest paths. These measurement criteria include average or characteristic path length, giant component size, network efficiency [2] , N-Q measure [3] , algebraic connectivity and natural connectivity [4] . Based on these measures, the vulnerabilities of networks with different characteristics are investigated. For example, the giant component size is widely used in the research of complex networks. It is shown that scale-free complex networks including the Internet is vulnerable to intentional attacks with their power-law features [1] . The algebraic connectivity is used to study the robustness of networks of three types subject to random node and link failures [5] . Dinh et al. [6] investigated the measure called pairwise connectivity and formulate the vulnerability assessment problem as a NP-complete problem and present pseudo-approximation algorithms to detect the set of critical nodes and critical edges.
To assess the importance of nodes on the vulnerability of a network, local nodal measures are proposed, including degree centrality, betweenness centrality and closeness centrality [7] . In [8] , a distributed algorithm for locating critical nodes is proposed based on spectral analysis. Kermarrec et al. [9] propose a measurement called second order centrality and use random walk to assess node criticality in a distributed manner. Arulselvan et al. [10] have shown that the critical node problem in a graph is a NP-complete problem and proposed a heuristic algorithm for it. Other approaches consider logical network attacks [11] and the role of humans in system security models [12] .
All above approaches aim at the logical network topology, without considering the geographical properties and correlated regional failure effects.
Hansen et al. [13] studied the network resilience under regional failures at routing layer. Grubesic et al. [14] Studied the Node Removal Impact Problem in the geographical context. In [15] , the vulnerability of networks is assessed in geographical space by modeling the physical network as a bipartite graph. The location of geographical disasters that maximize the capacity of disconnected links is studied. Specifically, a polynomial time algorithm for finding the location of a vertical line segment cut is proposed. The problem is further studied by applying geometric probability techniques to calculate network performance measures on a random line-cut [16] . Agarwal et al. [17] establish a probabilistic geographical failure model and use computational geometric tools to identify vulnerable points within a network. Their algorithms are applied in three optical WDM networks within the continental USA. In [18] , both nodes and links located in failure impact area are assumed to be down after a regional failure. Using the European network COST-239 as test network, the authors present some preliminary results by simulating regional failures with three impact ranges.
The previous works try to find the optimal location of geographical failures that maximize the failure impact with a given failure impact range. In contrast with these works, we try to find the optimal regional failure area or the weakest portion of a network that decreases the network performance to a threshold value.
Vulnerability Evaluation Method

Regional Failure Model
Regional failures belong to the category of multiple-failure scenarios and a largescale regional failure often occurs in a geographical area where nodes or links may crash or fail to work. A regional failure can affect only a small part of the network, but it can also damage the network severely if it happens in a crucial area and affects enough number of network nodes or links. The area where a regional failure takes effects is defined as the failure area. A regional failure is described by its failure area and the failure probability of nodes and links in the area.
The failure area of a regional failure can be in any shapes. For simplicity, we define a binary disk-shape failure model which is characterized by its epicenter position and the failure impact range in a 2-dimension space. Definition 1: The binary disk-shape failure model is defined as (L0, r), where L0 is the location of the failure center and r is the failure impact range. For node i, if its distance to the failure center is measured by dd i , the state of node i after the failure will be:
The state 0 means that the node is down while the state 1 represents that the node is still up. The failure model defined above is deterministic, while one could use more complex models like the probability failure model in [17] . In many cases, a simple model with less complexity can provide enough information for network operators, so we focus on the binary disk-shape failure model in this paper. Our model is similar to that in [18] and the difference is that we do not consider links traversing the failure area.
Vulnerability Measurement
Many statistical metrics have been proposed to quantify the failure impact. In this paper, we consider the following performance metrics:
-S: giant component size, which is the number of nodes in the largest connected sub-graph after a failure; -E: network efficiency [2] , which is defined as the sum of inverse values of all shortest path lengths in a graph. Given a graph G, its network efficiency is defined as
where n is the number of nodes in G and d i,j is the shortest path length from node i to node j.
The giant component size is widely used in assessing the robustness of complex networks under random failures and intentional attacks. It can characterize network partitioning to some extent. However, if the network remains connected after a failure, it will fail to quantify the impact of the failure. Comparatively, the change of network topology can be revealed by the network efficiency since it will decrease with the increasing of path lengths after a failure. So it is better to assess the performance degradation using network efficiency than giant component size if the computational complexity is bearable.
Given the parameters of a failure and a network topology, we can calculate the performance metrics before and after the failure. The evaluation of the vulnerability of a network is the reverse problem. That is, we need to find the minimal failure impact range to break down a network and the crucial portion of the network. The weakest area in a network is the Achilles' heels of the network.
To achieve the goal, we introduce the concept of α-critical-distance which is the minimal impact range in a regional failure when the network performance metric is reduced to α times of the initial value before the failure. α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) is called the impact ratio. Like the approach in [18] , we assume that the epicenter is the location of one node in the network. For node i, we use the mapping F i to define the relationship between the impact ratio α and the impact range r.
The reverse mapping of F is denoted as F i(−1) . Definition 2: Given α, the α-critical-distance of node i is the minimal impact range r α i when node i locates at the epicenter. That is,
The mapping F i of node i has the following properties. , F i (r) = 0. The property 3 means that all nodes will go down if the failure impact range covers all nodes in the network. The network performance is measured as zero when all nodes go down or isolated and the network is totally unavailable.
Let the distance from node i to node j be d i,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j = i. We sort the distances from node i to other nodes in ascending order. Let the sorted distances
And we assume that nodes co-located with node i on the same position will be down when the failure impact range r = 0. Based on the property 4, we can get the conclusion that there will be at most n distinct values of α for each F i . 
For node i, let F
p as the sequence of node i followed by its p nearest nodes. For different values of α, a node will have different α-critical-distance values. Given the value of α, we can assess the importance of the location of a node with its α-critical-distance. Smaller the α-critical-distance is, more important the node location is. Therefore, we evaluate the vulnerability of a network by finding the node with the smallest α-critical-distance in the network.
Definition 3: The p-node-sequence of node i is defined as E
i p = (i, k 1 , k 2 ,
. . . , k p ). The complementary p-node-sequence is defined as CE
i p = (k p+1 , .
. . , k n−1 ). If a node v is in the p-node-sequence, it is denoted as v ∈ E
Finding Minimal α-critical-distance
Under regional failure scenarios, the node having the minimal α-critical-distance is called the critical node of the network. The problem of finding the critical node of a network can be described as:
Given a network G and α, find i s.t. r For large-scale networks, it will be time-costly to find critical nodes in a network. Because the α-critical-distance of a node is related to others according to Property 8, we can use the results computed in previous steps to reduce the time complexity. Here we propose a fast algorithm to find K minimal α-criticaldistance values. The input and output variables are summarized in Table 1 .
The algorithm calculates the α-critical-distance for each node iteratively. In step 2 and step 3, the algorithm finds the lower bound and the upper bound of α-critical-distance that node i can take. According to Property 9, the lower and upper bounds can be computed with the α-critical-distances of other nodes found in previous steps. Then the set of candidate values of α-critical-distance is generated by selecting nodes which distances fall into the bounds. The procedure sortCandidateDistances(rset) sorts the candidate distance set rset in ascending order. The procedure binarySearch(G, i, rset) finds the α-critical-distance of node i by applying the binary search method on the candidate distance set rset. After the α-critical-distance values of all nodes are found, the procedure sortCriticalDistances(M, K) sorts the values in ascending order and outputs the first K values.
By using the binary search method, the time complexity to find the α-criticaldistance of a node can be reduced from O(n * T ) to O(log 2 n * T ). Both the step 8 and step 11 have the worst-case time complexity of O(n 2 ), e.g., if the Quicksort algorithm is applied. Thereby, the time complexity of the algorithm will be O(mnlog 2 n + n 3 + n 2 )) and O(n 4 log 2 n + n 3 + n 2 ), if the giant component size and the network efficiency are used as performance metrics respectively.
d min = max
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Computational Results
Data Sets
To study the vulnerability of the Internet topology and evaluate the algorithm proposed in the above section, we collect some online data sets. Since an autonomous system (AS) may span across a large geographical area, the AS-level Internet topology is not appropriate for the purpose of this study. The routerlevel Internet topology is ideal for the study. However, there are few available data sets and a lot of links are missing in the public data sets due to privacy issues and limitations of network measurement methods. Instead, we use the city-level Internet topology in this paper.
The data sets come from DIMES [19] . In the city-level topology data sets given by DIMES, the data set of July 2009 has the largest number of nodes and links. We extract the city-level topology from it for several countries, including United Kingdom (UK), Japan (JP), India (IN) and China (CN). The location information for each city in the original data of DIMES lacks precision, so we assign each city with the longitude and latitude looked up from the data provided by MaxMind [20] . Because many cities in the original topology have the same coordinates, we merge them into one city and make the resultant city-level topology compact. We use abbreviation of the country name to name the topology data set for each country. The basic attributes of the topology data sets are shown in Table 2 . It should be noted that the topology data set is just a snapshot of the Internet's dynamic structure and the degree of incompleteness may vary greatly for different countries. 
Evaluation of the Proposed Algorithm
We evaluate the proposed algorithm at first. The giant component size is used as the performance metric. To demonstrate the efficiency of the optimization operations using distance bounds (step 2-9 in algorithm 1), we compare the algorithm with and without the optimization steps. If the optimization steps are not applied, all distance values will be used in step 10, e.g., rset={d i,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n}. Since computing the impact ratio with a given failure area takes the longest time, we use the number of function calls to evaluate the algorithm performance.
The performance improved ratio (PIR) is defined as:
where C orig is the number of function calls without optimization steps and C opt is that with optimization. Figure 2 demonstrates the performance of the algorithm. It is shown that the algorithm performance can be improved with the optimization steps for different network topologies. Normally, about half of the function calls can be saved, while 45% function calls can be saved in the worst case. Besides, when the impact ratio (α) is approaching its extreme value (0 or 1), the algorithm have better performance than the case when α is in the middle of its value range.
Evaluation of the Topologies
We use the proposed algorithm to find the α-critical-distances for different values of α. Figure 3 shows that with the increasing of α, the α-critical-distance decreases. For different countries, different failure impact ranges are required to get the same impact ratio. When α is less than 0.6, India and China have the greater α-critical-distance values than UK and Japan. It is reasonable since large failure impact ranges are required for countries with large acreage. Japan has longer critical distances than UK for the same impact ratio. Sice the topology snapshot of Japan has less nodes but higher node degrees than the topology of UK, the former is more resilient to disk-shape regional failures than the latter. Table 3 shows the top 10 minimal α-critical-distances when α=0.5. It is shown that a regional failure with a radius of 120 Kilometers in UK may lead to half of network nodes disconnected to others. With network efficiency as the performance metric, the algorithm finds the α-critical-distances for networks of UK and Japan. The results are shown in Figure 4 . The suffix '-gc' and '-ne' are used to differentiate the curves using giant component size and network efficiency as the performance metrics respectively. Noteworthy differences can be observed. When the network efficiency is used, the network performance degrades even when regional failures have a small impact range. For example, in the worst case, a regional failure with an impact range of 29Km can lead to the network efficiency of UK's network reduced to half of the normal performance. According to the definition of the network efficiency, it is more sensitive to the change of a network topology than the giant component size. Thus, in the context of regional failures, it is easy to harm the network efficiency of a network with small failure impact range.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce the concept of α-critical-distance for the purpose of evaluating vulnerability of networks under regional failures. We define a binary disk-shape regional failure model and study the properties of the mapping from failure impact range to failure impact ratio. It is shown that the mapping is a monotonic step-decreasing function. Based on the theoretic analysis, we propose an algorithm to compute the α-critical-distance for a given network topology and α. Using real topology data sets, we run the algorithm to evaluate the vulnerability of city-level Internet topologies for several countries. The computational results reveal the differences of network vulnerabilities among different countries and the differences when different network performance metrics are used.
Our work provides a new way to assess the network vulnerability under largescale regional failures. The future work includes studying the network vulnerability under regional failures which take effects both on nodes and edges, correlated analysis of critical distances and node densities, and so on.
